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whole lot of people yet and things like that! But what I am saying is Tyre is nothing

right now, but give it enough money and somebody with enough desire, and it might

become something over night. All you would need would be somebody like Julian

the Apostate who would decide to rebuild it to show that it could be done and they

have five or six billion dollars, and almost anything might happen. But here is a

clear cut example in my mind of this unfulfilled prophecy as far as we are concerned.

So I go to Page 3. I dash madly to Page 3 for whatever it is worth. And I mention

under "D" what needs to be said very little about -- I always liked to have the notes,

because when the class gets dull, I always took my pencil and made all the '0's"
spud . Everybody thought I was taking notes, but ac actually I was

making MacRae's 'o's' solid, and then after I made the tots, solid,

I made the a's' solid, then I made the e's solid, then I made the m's solid, then

the n's solid, and then I began to draw lines down between the word gaps aagc to

see which line would get to the bottom first. Then no one could read it.

But many a teacher said, That Taylor is really attentive. He takes notes all the time.

Actually Felix the Cat would be appearing in the margin many places. Well whatever cas"

I mentioned under 'P" at the top of 3 -- I don't want anybody to be confused about

this. There are not thousands of occurrences like this. There are only a few. So

when we talk about the problem of unfulfilled predictions, we are not talking about

a great mass of material but a rather limited amount of material. But in the context

of truth and prophecy, as I mentioned yesterday, are rather important amount of

material. So, let me plunge ahead with Roman Numberal m. You can stop me any

time you wish. It is not hard. If you collapse on the floor. If you begin coughing

blood, I stop right on the spot! Likewise throwing books often produces a good

response, but in that case I usually run too! So Roman Nu3b Numeral III -

Some Suggoted Solutions. The Suggested Solutions always come at the end when

there is very little time to discuss them. Have you noticed that? That is not unintentional,

but in this case I will try to push on to them quickly.

I mention here first of all what very little needs to be said about it,

I think. Some peoile whenever you brin up a problem,' just like to forget it. I mean -

you say -- or else they would like to deny the reality of it. Now sometimes

u.p.l.,Iu'ic theologians made problems when there is no reality of it. But I Intentionally

avoid that. I was going to bring an astrology article but I think I chopped it up into

the baked beans some time , In which the writer said
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